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MOUNT GASSAN’S SLOPE



This Book of Two Languages is a Book of One Language

Dedicated to My Children
David and Nancy

When my son was borne into my arms
I knew

His language and my language were one language
                                                                  And
When my daughter was borne into my arms

I knew
Her language and my language were one language
                                                                   And

 When my son’s son was borne
Into the arms of my son’s wife

Into the arms of my son
They knew

Their son’s language and Their language were one language

A Legacy to My Children
 A Silken Spider’s Web by Morning

This Book of Two Languages—This Book of One Language





Preface

It was years ago the Gachi bird sang beneath my window each morning. His
song stirring me to go and see him in the tree growing from the side of the hill, his
tree. I was told, his call to me was a sign of good luck. But, he would not look up until
I stepped out onto the balcony, the city of Seoul stretching out before me. Then he’d
look up once and no more, but the way one feather ruffled, then another, told me he
knew I was still there.

Beyond this large and restless city were my early morning mountains. Day
after day, I’d watch the gray, silk fog rising and falling from these mountains in their
evanescing beauty, a restlessness, caught it seemed, from the city they surrounded.
Now, here in my room many miles away, I stand at the window in the morning light.
The book in my hand tells me in pictures of the three sacred mountains of Japan:
Hagurosan, Gassan, Yudonosan, each wrapped in a rising, falling, gray, silk mist, as if
in a shawl tossed lightly over their shoulders. The mist lighter than the fog of Seoul, is
more like a music, an ethereal light emanating from what is described as, “a  pure,
mysterious world carrying the warnings, ‘do not talk’ and ‘do not listen.’”These words
are a reminder to those who journey there to stay in the present, remain aware of the
spirituality offered from this sacred place.

Taking special notice of these discrete signs, I recalled what I had learned
from the writings of Lao Tzu, that ‘to do is to be’: these few words, this profound
message, opening a world, teaching scholars ‘The Way’. And suddenly, I knew the
world of the Gachi bird and the world in the book I held, were one.

Remembering how I first learned about Mount Gassan, I began to see how
the wonders of this country have come to me, like haiku, layers of knowledge in few
words.  In fact, it was but a postcard from Japan, from Kenichi Sato, translator of this
book, that first awakened me to Mount Gassan. In less than two lines he told me



about his day. He wrote, “After yesterday’s skiing on Mount Gassan’s slope am now
sitting idle looking at the garden.” Suddenly, it came to me complete, a feeling of
being in the slide down the slope from the mountain’s winter to the summer’s garden:
the colors, the fragrance, the stillness, the universe of every small thing. In the next
breath, I wrote the title of my book, Mount Gassan’s Slope.

Looking at the book in my hand again, I found written under a picture of
curious beauty, these words,  “Gassan, soaring with its beautiful mountain form, is
the main mountain of the Dewa Sanzan.” I did not know of its eminence when I
chose to use the words “Mount Gassan” in the title of my book.

This great mountain’s involvement in my life continued with the arrival of
another postcard, saying that in 1996, “A manuscript belonging to the owner of an
antiquarian bookstore in Osaka has been identified as the original text of the 17th
century classic, Narrow Road to the Deep North, by the poet, Matsuo Basho. They
hailed the discovery as one of the most important findings in the history of Japanese
literature.” Immediately I felt an excitement, I realized how much this discovery meant
to my writing life. Because, for many years, Basho’s life—long travels and teachings,
his study of haiku and his writings, have had a serious influence upon my life of
writing haiku and my teaching. Shortly after I learned of the discovery, Kenichi came
to the United States to visit me and to work on the book. Little did I know he would
have more stories to tell, more layers of this happiness that continued to happen.
Pointing out the title of the manuscript, Narrow Road to the Deep North, he said that
the deep north is where Mount Gassan is and that it was during one of Basho’s journeys
on Mount Gassan that he wrote the notes for this newly found manuscript.  Therefore,
words that I had chosen for part of the title of my book, were not only a part of the
newly discovered manuscript, but, an important part of Matsuo Basho’s life.



And my learning continued: for Kenichi also told me that Mount Gassan, in Japanese
means Moon Mountain. I find these two words an inspiring presence, combining in
one breath, two worlds, the physical and the spiritual. I have used the word ‘moon’ in
the title of another book of my haiku, Moon Puddles. How right it seems that the two
books have names in common.

Although the following is but one translation of a well-known haiku written
by Basho as he relates to his experiences on Moon Mountain (or as we might say,
Mount Gassan), the moment is clear.

how many cloud shapes
capped the peak before the moon
rose on Moon Mountain

Thinking I may have learned all the reasons why I named this work Mount Gassan’s
Slope, I start to put my pen down, but a cloud, like the cloud in the haiku above;
capped my thinking and it rose remembering that these ancient mountains of emi-
nent beauty go on writing their own history. And that Sakata, the home of  Kenichi
Sato, is also the coastal city Basho came to after his journey through the three, great,
spiritual mountains in the deep north of Japan, as he wrote about it in the newly
found manuscript.

Now, it seemed, the great slide from the mountain’s winter to the summer’s
garden was complete.  I was ready to give in to an innocent pleasure, playing make-
believe. For I believed, as in the stories I had read of the early “mountain ascetics”,
that I had been guided by the “sacred bird with three legs.”

*     *     *









Notes from the Translator

In the Preface the author goes into detail about the title of this book, Mount
Gassan’s Slope. Let me add to this by illustrating the treachery of the translation business.

In the end, the title was taken from the following lines in the postcard I sent to
Ann. “After yesterday’s skiing on Mount Gassan’s slope am now sitting idle looking at
the garden.” I have a clear memory of what I had in mind when I wrote these lines. In
my thinking, in Japanese, it was just “. . . after yesterday’s skiing on Mount Gassan,”
and there was no such word as “slope.” This may be attributed partly to structural
differences and partly to (a difference in) traditions between the two languages. It
occurred to me how I would describe the day’s skiing if the postcard were addressed to
my brother in Tokyo. One option would be to mention the name of that particular
slope and write it “. . . skiing down Ubazawa (slope) in Mount Gassan.”

Now you see, despite my clear image of a snow slope in mind, the word “slope”
would either be slipped out entirely and left to intuition or replaced by the proper
name of the slope. It is, of course, no problem to put Gassan’s Slope into Japanese,
but the question is, is it faithful to my image? Moreover, I feel inclined to add an
adjective, like “White,” to Slope, and write Gassan’s White Slope if we do want to
include “Slope.”

I have given thought to these options and, by the time the author finished the
Preface and Afterword, I came to the decision to take the second option, that is, to
have a translation faithful to Gassan’s slope. In the translation of haiku, I often had to
make similar decisions as to which option to take.

Generally speaking, most English haiku, not to mention the traditional 5-7-5
(syllable structure), usually have more than 17 Japanese onji when translated. I sincerely
regret that I had to give up good haiku where the translation exceeded 5-7-5.







MOUNT GASSAN’S SLOPE





New Year

If I believe the New Year comes
in its fullest emptiness, like nature

in no deliberation, so is Divine:
should we not celebrate its first day?





under the moon
my little white pony
crying out the New Year

shiroi ponii tsuki ni inanaku tosi no yoru





Spring

If I create out of my own imagination,
how can I possibly draw 10,000 things from yours?
I only know I awakened this morning in the silence
of one flower opening.





watching the empty swing
swinging the old lady
stands bent swinging

kara buranko no ure ni awasete rohjo kana



in the temple
prone before Buddha
my  nose too long

mihotoke ni nukazuku ware no takaki hana



playing with god
in the park one day
my kite string broke

tako no ito kami to tawamure kire ni keri



fencing off his yard
my neighbor’s plum tree
blossoms on my side

sakai nasu tonari no baika kochira muki



old church
new bell
off-key

kyokai ni najimanu kane no atarasiki



snow slides
off the roof
missing the daffodil

yane no yuki ochite kotonashi suisenka



pregnant girl
touching
swollen lilac buds

nippu ari rira no tsubomi wo itoshimo



church bells ring
the old village
goes to bed   gets up

kane no ne ni nemuri te sameru furuki mura







Summer

If my brush would draw
a three-day moon so perfect

as to be called crescent:
would it not be a mockery to its own nature?





on the desert
dried skull
splits the moon

tsuki wo saku shiroki sabaku no zugaikotsu



a fly
s t r i d i n g
under the moon

tsuki no moto hae omatani aruki keri
_



sleep doesn’t come
restless flea
to either of us

moso moso to netukarezu ori ware to nomi



biting into an apple
lightning splits
the summer heat

shoki wo tatsu inazuma hashiri ringo hamu



sound of a train
still in the distance—
midnight rain

kisha no ne no harukeku sizuka yaha no ame



in the rain—
lovers holding hands
and one umbrella

juppon no yubi de kasa sasu koi no ame



at the symphony
young mother breast-feeding
her son

ensohkai chichi fukumaseru wakaki haha



wild roses
opening
thunderstorms

no no bara no hana no hiraite haru no rai







Autumn

If I try to show you the flash of lightning just passed,
it is the same with  my brush:
even in trying I cannot bring its stroke back to the beginning.





10,000 feet up
fog lifts
the morning sun

kiri harete noboru asahi ya ichiman jaku



blue moon
for the second time this month
full

aoi tsuki nidome no michi yo kono tsuki wa



outside the missile range
an old tree dropping walnuts
on a tin roof

kichi—hazure totan no yane wo kurumi utsu



two sunsets
through the backyard fence
persimmon bush blossoming

uraniwa ni yuhyoh futatsu kaki no hana



early morning—
the old meditation bench
and a praying mantis

tohroh no naniyara udekumu furu benchi



morning glories
filled with rain—
grandmother’s tea cups

asagao wa ame wo tatete sobo no wan



at the hearth
a cricket settles
on my breast

korogi no waga mune ni yoru danro hata
_



eye on the moon
last quarter
how soon the darkness

yami semaru kagen no tsuki ya waga siryoku







Winter

If I believe
when they tell me
my ink is made
of soot and glue
and the hair of my brush
badger: then
I believe also
that you see
withered grass

in strokes from my brush.





through a hole in my fan
the winter moon

senmen no ana yori nozoku fuyu no tsuki



full moon
fresh snow—
young tree’s black shadow

mangetsu ya yuki ni wakagi no kage kuroshi



losing things
day after day
my  journey gets lighter

hi o oute migaru ni naru ya waga tabiji



falling—
first day of winter
ice cracks my bone

tentoh no hone ni hibiiru hatsukohri



a big leaf carrying
a small leaf on its back—
down the stream

dai no ha ga shou no ha seoi nagare keri



january birth day
three feet of snow
a vase of red tulips

mutsuki umare yuki san—jaku to chulippu
_



snowing
in the forest
1000 bells ringing

yuki no mori hyakusen no kane nariwataru



ice in his water dish
the dog gnaws
on winter bones

inu shaburu sara no kori wa fuyu no hone
_







All Year

In my haste:
so many hearts halting me

each step of my journey.





mourning dove’s
hollow voice
fills the chapel

ku-u ku-u to hato no koe mitsu kitó-do
_



evening—
and the ink dries
on my grinding stone

tasogare ya suzuri no ike no sumi kawaku



praying—
a raven comes
to the window

ogarasu kitaru madobe ni ware inoru
_



a neighbor
brings persimmons—
her red cheeks

kaki kureru tonari no hito no hoho akashi



at the party
and old lady smiling
in her sleep

party no hohoemu rojo fune wo kogi
_



father’s violin
still leaning
in the corner

heya no sumi chichi no baiorin sonomama ni



rain falling
on the nursing home
mother’s watery eyes

akisame ya haha no me urumu tokurou houmu



gardening—
wet knees of my jeans
sun and moon

niwa shigoto ryohiza no nure hi to tsuki to
_





Afterword

The earth and all living things, plant and animal, were at her
door in Vermont and she went through that door and into a
life of thankfulness for every soil she walked on, from mountain,
shore, plains and desert, each one adding a richness to the soul.

Once in my innocence, I chose to step into a circle of writing and drawing from an
inner spirit; the beauty of its simplicity kept me always aware of its boundary. The challenges
to step outside the circle came often; some I followed, but only to return to this circle where
I felt so truly wrapped in its spirit, there was no other desire.

Born in Vermont in 1921, I grew up in the studio-life of my musician parents. Given
the love and freedom to exercise my creative self: poetry, music and art became my life, and
nature became a playmate, a partner at an early age. In the dense hedge of lilac bushes not far
from the kitchen door, I made a room of my own. The smell of earth, plant life and when in
bloom, the smell of lilac, had a power ruling me still.

My mother told me I recited my first poem at the age of three. Coming into the house,
out of my private room in the lilac hedge, I asked my parents and their creative friends, who
had gathered there, to listen.

That first poem was never written down; we do not know what was stirring in the
head of the child that day.

However, I remember clearly my parents’ words concerning a life of learning. “. . . to
seek the wisest teacher I could find, whether the teaching comes from within brick walls or
beside a stream.” Therefore, my commitment to learning has been serious and lifelong.

Due to ill health when I was 13, I did not attend school for a year. That was a year of
my greatest learning and greatest growth: emotionally, spiritually and physically. Time spent
at the learning table in our home and time spent “turned loose” into the woods bordering out
land, were all a part of our family doctor’s orders, even suggesting that I remove my glasses: all
of this, a kind of joy, a magic, I shall always be thankful for, shall never forget.



Moving through nature year after year, I found that short lines quickly spoken from
the first glimpse of the daily, the common thing, were poems I loved best: little bent twigs, a
sparkling stone and on sad days, a bird gone to rest.

Some time later I discoverred that small poems came from the sudden experience of
one breath breathed in at the quick surprise of some beautiful thing: a worm’s pure white
cocoon, the iridescence on the back of a housefly in the sun. Having always had a fascination
for things small, is it no wonder, when I found haiku, or as it has been mentioned, when
haiku found me we were joined in a life-long promise, in the circle where I felt, as I said
before, truly wrapped in its spirit.

During my daily studies of haiku, my books explained the close relationship between
haiku and sumi-e drawings. My desire to bring them together in my work sent me on a search
for a teacher. Very soon, I began to learn from a master of this ancient art who had come to
the Zen Center near where I lived: studying often beside a stream.

While practicing sumi-e, I began to see its close relationship to the writing of haiku.
Both are best described not by rules, but by what happens between the art and the artist, the
poet and the poem. Sumi-e, like haiku: its inspiration, the happening, is so varied, is so fast,
it defies rules. In the practice I saw something spontaneous, something direct and fresh in its
lack of restraint, a certain moving spirit coming from the brush stroke. I saw its lines and
shades of infinite variety take shape with no pretension to realism, and, like nature, not
revocable. And I found a kinds of magic, reading that at one time the ink was made of soot
and glue and the brush of badger.

Along with many publications in little litereary magazines, anthologies, books, to many
genres from the spiritual, to jazz, to voices of the people along streets of cities and along rural
roads, came my books: the added up years of teaching and continual learning beside streams
and within brick walls—remembering always that a fleeting dot of ink from my brush  is not
a respresentation of a thing, but, “Is that Thing.”

*     *     *
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In this world of too many words, too many images, too
many voices, Ann Newell offers us her sparse, deliberate
haiku and powerful sumi-e drawings. How do so few
words, so few images, cut so cleanly to the essence of all
that living is and means? I have learned nearly all I know
of haiku from Ann Newell. With her latest work, I dis-
cover, with joyous delight, how much there is yet to know!
This is a true Book of Wisdom for our time.

Kathleen Cain
Author, Luna:Myth and Mystery

Climbing Mount Gassan’s Slope with Ann Newell is an en-
joyable journey. Her poems combine a heightened aware-
ness and a clarity of mind with a sense of humor that
could be only achieved by a master poet.

Stanford M. Forrester
Editor, bottle rockets

Reading this lovely book is like actually participating in
the opening of a flower. The poet alerts us to a world
more real than the one we normally sleep through, a world
inside and all around us, in its healing power of beauty,
in its miraculous freshness.

Karl Kopp
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